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Dear r. Rogers:

The Worksho of the Dutch painter, Jan Schreuder, in Quito,
Ecuador, which produceS a limited nber ef handsome textiles bearing
motifs chosen from arheological ceramics, beads ad other items as
well as contemporary indian designs, is locatedon the top floor of the
Casa de la ultura (House of Culture), an Ecuadorian institution whic
is a combination of art museum, concert hall, radio station, print-
ing press and educational center for the advancement and enrichment
of te national cultural life.

While falling within the goals of the Casa, the workshep is
istinct in that it is staffed by rural indians brought to Quito to
Weave textiles, with the avowed purpose of "integrating them and their
kind into the national life." Ordinarily, the personnel and persons
who benefit from the Casals support are considered to be part of the
national life, and range from well stablished creative fgures to
struggling young men and women active in writing or painting. The
indians, being thought of as once removed from something labeled
Ecuadorian culture, travel, as it wre, under different passports.

The-first time I visited the workshop, oSchreuder, a slight
energetic man with a nrrow cheerful face framed by long blond hair
turning white, pointed out that the common local designation of it
as his workshop is mislading. True he is the administrator, teacher,
nd general factotum for theindians working there, but to his way of
thinking it is these indians who are the workshop, and it is essen-

" said Schreuder,tially their creation and possession. ,’Of course,
"eme people would isagreepeering over heavy lack rimmed glasses,

with this: old habits die hard."

He went on to say that many Ecuadorians, as well a foreigners,
simply cannot take as their point of reference the eight brown skinned
men who operate as many looms. Rather, the indians are thought of as
some sort of exceptionally gifted pupil, although for some people even
this is doubtful, enjoying the benefitS of a higher education. The
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intention of thins higher education was stated in a speech made by
President Velasco Ibarra t his Congress last year, which read, in
part:

"It is necessary to integrate the indians inte the Ecuador+/-an
nation. It is necessary to integrate these peoples in order to make
the indian a technical worker who spontaneously and gradually under-
stands the advantages of ensuring the technical mastery of nature,
step by step. Through technical advance in their daily life they will
be able to comprehend little by little the general ideas which link,
them with the mystery of experience. This is a large task, it is a
taslk of science, but t must be started if we wish to have a compact
nation which contains millions of true and authentioinhabitants."

While few observers would disagree with the need to alter in
some fashion the contemporary life of the Indian, this speech pro-
voked a great deal of discussion On the proper methods. The loudest
objections roeferred to the complete relianoe on technology as the
major element in usefUl change. Some Wondered what the magic i in
technica’l a-dvancement if it is thought to be a vehicle which elucidates
personal and philesophical problems te the ueducated, culturall iso-

"If thatlated indian. One Ecuadorian said, s the answer to under-
standing myself and the world, Ill take up ceramics tomorrow."
Anether said, "I wish somoe would define integration for me."

Schreuder, and Others, have pointed out that ther is an even
mere debatable premise implicit in the President’s aporoach, Which is
shared as well by some officials of varioUs local and f,oreign agencies
which deal with the uplift of the indian. Simply state,this is that
any man, primitive or otherwise, will take uncritical advantage of
some situation clearly beneficial to him. The problem here is who de-

cides what is beneficial. What may be in non-indian terms of great
benefit to the indian does not necessarily strike the recipient as so,
since he has long Been locked out of the storeroom of premises and
motives which lie behind the actions and drives of Western peoples...
Being unable to comprehend these things, and, in fact, often unaware
of their eistence, tends to make th indian a difficult subject for
th intoduction of change.

One agency official sweeps this objection aside with the state-
ment: "But this is to confuse a basically uncomplicated situatien.
After all, the indian is just a simple human being like you and me,
and this is the chink in his armor through which we can ge to him."

But, to many people who have werked with the indian in the past, his

simple soul is well concealed within a culture Which is Self consciously

opDosed to alien penetration. Schreudr, for ene, with fifteen year
of experience with the indian under a variety of circumstances, has



tried to treat his workshop employees under the inspiration of the
idea that we are all men otogether, but has found that his pupils are
by no means as tractable as one might expect. For them, the white
mans blessings are as mysterious as the functions of an internal com-
bustion engine, and often treated with a suspicion verging on hostil-
i ty.

For one thing, the indian poses the question, in his resis-
tance to change, of what vale the "national life" has for him. His
own culture, while scanty in content from a estern point of view,
at least fulfills the minimum demands of the individual born into it
in terms comprehensible to him. To this must be added the ill treat-
ment he has received from the members of the culture offering him the
national life with all its dubious advantages. This is admittedly a
problem to which no easy solution can be found by even the most well
meaning reformer, but, on the other hand, it cannot be underestimated,
as it often is now, on the grounds that present goodwill automatically
compensates for past injustice. Complicating the problem is the sorry
But human fact that the majority of people with whom the indian has
contact today are as conservative and traditional in their reactions
to him as he is to them, which tends to nullify the efforts of the
well intentioned whose words and deeds seem ineffectual when placed
beside a blow in the face, long hours of hard labor and an apparently
cal_ous indifference to whether the indian lives or dies.

For another, the indian, like most people who take their own
cultur for granted, is not prepared to reject overnight habits and
traditions which are as intimate a part of his being as the blood in
his body. To be asked, as .the social worker does, to give up these
data of his existence in exchange for those of what amounts to a for-
eign clture, is a demand beyond the indian’s immediate powers of
comprehension. No amount of explanation of the "good" to be gotten
from this transaction can be too effective since it must perforce
b given in terms of Western culture. One wonders, for example, what
a aine farmer would say if a New Yorker came to him with a program
of night clubs and sidewalk cafes intended to improve his way of life.

Some of the partisans of th workshop program enthusiastically
point out the success of similar undertakings in other parts of the

world, and feel justified in belittling the obstacles presented by the
different conditions under which the culture of the Andean indian has
been formed. Theirs is rather a "let’s get at it now and hang the
objections" attitude. To some etent, this position is eminently
desirable in view of the extent of the problem dealt with and the
lack of attempts to reckon with it in the past. "A beginning has to
be made somewhere, even if it is only the building of a schoolhouse
in a remote indian village, without the slightest hope that an ade-
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quate teacher can be installed. The teacher will come later, and in
the meantime the indian has a concrete sign of outside interest in
him and his peope, which may create a favorable climate of opinion
for the work of interested groups." So one official started his doc-
trine of expediency,

Schreuder, and those of his persuasion, would agree with the
intention behind this statement, for it is a glaring fact that the
indian does not enjoy a full life as we see i to be, and something
ought to be done to awaken him to other possibilities of activity.
D e spite reservations, it was with this in mind that Schreuder under-
took the management of the workshop.

The Weaving experiemnt is under the irect supervision of
the International Labor Office (ILO) which is in turn responsible to
four other international agencies. Schreuders salary as director,
and the outlays for equipment and materials, are guaranteed by ILO.
The salaries of the indians come from two sources. Six of them
(five Otavalo indians amG one Natahu@la from the north) are paid by
the inistry of Social Welfare ThWo master weavers receive
700 sucres ($2.) a month, while the four apprenticas are paid 550
sucres ($.) monthly. There are two schelarship students, Salasacas
frem near Ambato, whose wagesof 500 sucres ($30.) are provided by
the Ceuncil of the Province of Tungurahua in whose erritory they live.
(These grants expired this month and the two Salasacas have since re-
turned home.) As wages go in Ecuad6r, these are high: a primary
school teacher receives about 750 sucres a month, a hotel porter 265
and a domestic servant 200. As it was, Schreudr had to fight for

"An indian tothese Wages, for, as a miniSterial Official put it,
receiv Such a salary? It s unheard Ofo"

The workshop itself is a long high room, its white walls
hug with examples of the indians work: ponchos, rugs, blanket,s,
shawls and sarves in bright yellows and reds, muted beiges and rust,
quiet grays nd blacks. Cocks, fish, animals, birds and human stick
like figures ake up the motifs which are simple in outline and exe
cution. The sarseness of the designs is sometimes enriched by con-
trelled txtural effects, and the whole suggests a collection of
paintings in wool resembling the work of this centurys moderns.
Schreuder noted that any resemblance to WeStern art forms is purely
coincidental as each of the motifs is taken with little or no altera-
tion from an authentic native source

In the roem, the only sounds heard are the thump-clack, thump-
clack of the looms and the voices of the indians as they gossip, mke
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jokes or comment (sometimes not too charitably) on Schreuders visi-
tors. All of the men wear not too clean white shirts and some sort
of work trouserS covering the typical flaring white pants of the
indian male which end at mid calf. ost habitually keep a soft felt
hat en their heads. Th Otavalos wear their black hair in a thick
single braid which reaches nearly to the waist, and which, for them,
is as essential to their concept of maleness as the skirt is te the
woman. Cutting the pigtail is a sort of ema,sculationprecess for the
Otavale. The two Salasacas used to wear Oheir hair in a lng dutc.h-
bey bob but gave into short hair when it fell into their facs hile
Weaving The Only woman in the workshop, aside from part time help
who come in when Spinning has to be done, is a tiny girl from Otavale
bearing the impressive name Of ercedes Cetacachi de Cene je.

As a Visiter walks by the looms, with huge brown eyes Staring
through the weaving strlngs, it is quite another world which h enters.
One’s attention is quickly taken by the grace and decision of the dark
hands as they glid ever the taut warp, selecting and guiding the weft
threadm into th desired patterns. High skill blended with sure confi-
dence gives a tone to these ctios utterly unlike a line of produc-
tion workers in a modern factory. Here, the man and. the machine
seemone, and there is little doubt as to who is the master. It is
not hard. to become p&rt.isan to the idea of the revival of handicraft

indast among the .Andean :indian, no matter what difficulties are in-
volved, as one watches the, Slow easy evolutiom of a poncho under the
complex hand motions Of these weavers.

The indians, whose ages range from 15 to 32, Came to the work-
shop since theyknew, Schreuder,personally, They Were told at the time
of hiring.that they would be sent back to their villages after a short
period of time to teach other men the techniques they had learned. Un-
fortunately, this phase of the experiment has been delayed, and they
have begun to wonder if there Isany tth in the day of return, and
the eventual organization of cooperative.s through which theirs and
their c,ontemporaries" work will be marketed. I gathered from several
persons connected with the workshop project in one way or another that
high ILOooficlals have first to be convinced of the suc;es of the
indians as weavers of marketable textiles before implementing the

complet.i,plan. For this reason, among others, there will be an exhi-
bition of the textiles during an international labor festival in

Geneva, Switmerland, this year.

In the meantime, the indian continues to put in his forty’five
hour week, and to enjoy living in Quitoo ost of the men have rented

rooms in the city, although a few of them live with their parents,
who, when their sons joined the workshop, decided to come to Quito

too, where they also weave scarves and shawls, mostly sold to tourists.
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ertain changes in the habits of the indians have occurred
during the last year, many of whichare dear to the hearts,. of the
innovators in high places, Several, accustomed to going barfoot,
have taken to wearing andals in the city, and, even more striking,
wear them when they r&turn to visit their villages oD the week-end.
Their example has inspired emulation there, although at first some
hostility to this introductionexisted. Two of them hae purchaed
beds for their rooms in Quito, on time payments, nd have every in-
tention of taking these with them when they return ,home fer good,
which, in a scie-ty that generally sleeps on the ground, will be
something0of anovelty.

In matters of cleanliness, the workshop indian has advanced
considerably as these thingsgo. The ideas of laundering and bathing
with som frequency have been accepted by the majority, especially
since Schreuder is obviously an adherent ef the theory of pernal
hygiene. He has even managed to convince them th.at there is some
connection between filth and disease- how fa convinced he won’t say
since the wife of one Of the workers bought her sick baby to him.
The choild had a slight fever and was vomiting. 8chreuder asked if
the baby was allowed to play on’the dirt floor of the parents room.
"Yes." "And does he pick things off the fl6or and put them in his
mouth?" ’,Yes." "Then there s the trouble: a filthy dirt floor and ob-
jects on it which infect the bhild. You’Ve got t0 keep your house
clean if you expect your baby to stay healthy." This advice was
followed, and the father proudly reorted that the baby hasn’t been
ill for some months.

These changes are minor but in the right direction. Living in
the capital as the indians do, Schreuder at first thought they would
bcome familiar enough with such things as librriS and hospitals to
utilize them advantageously. But he found that the indians believe
such institutions are not for their use. The wife of a worker Was
ill, and he asked Schreuder to whom he should go for treatment. "Why
to. the hospital, Of course." "Which hospital? Is there one for indians
in Quito?" The man finally wsnt to the city’s best hospital and his
wife was treated, but, to this day, he is Still uncertain whether his
wife was admitted because She was sick, or because of the influence
of Schreude with the whites.

The indians think Of Schreuder as a link between themselves
and the white world, a nedessary, intermediary without whom the white
world.would ignore, them. This belief highlights another problem
in the "integration of the indian": who is to be the representative
of the forces: of change before the indian communities? In the case
of the workshop, Schreuder’s previoUs activities among the indians
and the confidence they finally gave to ’Seor Jan" have been res-

ponsible to a great extent for the present success of the eXperiment.
He has enough pres_tige to quiet the indians" doubts abou the future
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of the overall plan, and to encourage changes, although smal01, in
their usual behavior. Even today, although he has explained the sources
of the workshopss revenue many times, the indians think that he is
the man who lays out the money, and regard him as a kind of super ar-
biter of conduct and guide to the mysteries of non-indian existence.
One wonders how successful innovations will be without the interven-
tion of this kind of person- unfortunately rare in the programs
planned by local and foreign agencies.

Fully aware Of all these Problems, Schreuder nonetheless
continues the business of the workshop with determination and cheer-
fulness. He selects the designs to be employed from a shell neck-
lace or stone bead, draws up a sketch of the deSign with anY altera-
tions he thinks will contribute to a better final effect, deciders
upon the colors to be used, repairs looms, suPervises the spinning of
threads and criticizes the work of the weavsrs. While in the midst
of all this (and th administrative details connected with the offi-
cia aspect of the workshop) he receives casual visiters and inter-
ested officials, responding to these interruptions withgood humor
He also has to find time to answer the multitude of questions which
the indians bring up ea.ch day. "Thi curiosity is unbounded now that
they have been in Quito for some time, and I have to deal wi’th ques-
tions concerning God and gods to those having to do with the odd
clothing snme of my visitors wear."

Thursday of this week was marked as the day of an exhibition
of th workshops textiles, sponsored by the Casa and ILO. The show
was to be officially oRened by President Velasco Ibarra. The day

before, I visited the Colonial useum in the center of town where the
show was to be held. The museum is an old building, width a handsome
courtyard, filled with green shrubs and a fountain. Its lower and

upper galleries are a series of white washed Romanesque arches, the
upper being smaller in scale. The effect is one of lightness with
streng (the latter omforting in an earthquake ridden region) and
serves to break up the square regularity of the patie. On one side
of the ground level, near a more than life size reclining nude in

granite, a pair of flimsy red and gold doors lead into the exhibition
hall

I found Schreuder there, busily hanging his textiles, a

ci..garette hanging loosely from his mouth He was assisted by two of
the. employees from the workshop, one of the master weavers and a
part t+/-me spinner "Welt, what do you think of it?" he asked as I
entered. "Not very much to work with, but we’ll make it." He was.
referring to the walls of the huge room, which are covered from
ceiling to midpoint by rough burlap, and from there down by powder

blue draperies somewhat soiled by Use. "Makes a hell of a mat for
the textiles, but it’s too late to do anything about it."
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I offered cigaretteE around, and the weaver thanked me in
English. He knows several English phrases which hes learned from
Schreuder, who Suspects him of taking a secret delight in startling
English speaking visitors with one or the other of the phrases.
Cigarettes in haaS, the hanging went on, the weaver holding the nails
and hammer, the spinner supporting the textiles until Schreuder
tacked them into place.

"If w hadn’t found these in the Chsa de la Cultura, this
room would never do." Schreuder pointed to a line of joined panels
supported by thick iron legs, which spread out like a multiple trip-
tych down the center of the room. "They give the place some feeling
of a gallery."

He took. me into a lar.ge entrance hall off the main room which
was also hung with weavings. Here their effect was enhanced By white
walls rather than fabric as background. Then e went into a smaller
room adjoining this, also covered with the .textiles. The items made
an impressive display despite the competition of the wall fabrics, and
the poor lighting. I commented on this, and Schreuder said: "Doesn
really make any difference- there#ll be so many people in here that
no one will see the pie.ces very clea.rly."

When all th hangings were installed, Schreuder sprayed each
o them with an anti-m0th bomb When he was finished, the weaver
took the cannister and sprayed himself, including his face. "That
takes car of you, too," said Schreuder, "and I hope you and the
others will bthe and clean up our clothes and ponchos for the eXhi-

bition." The indian asked if that meant he and the others would be
allowed to attend the showing "It’s your work, isn’t it?, Turning
to me, Schreuder &id, "My God it#s their show and they won’t b
lieve that they can attend."

The day of the exhibition was gray, rainy and co!d- a bone
penetrating cold which defies the best efforts of layers of wool to
keep out. In the morning paper EL COMERCI0 a notice appeared on the
front pag that the showing .had been cancelled for "reasons beyond
the control" of. the Casa and ILO. These reasons turned out to be
the nmmber of "undeSirable" guests who had been invited to Sharethe
dedication with President Velasoco Ibarra. Since the invitations
had already been sent, telephones Were. busy all day withdrawing them.

Schreuder wasn#t particulary upset-it was almost as if he

had expeeted some sort of result like this but his indians were
disappointed, and again, had reason te puzzle over the mysteries of
the non-indian world. The two Salasacas, who had come from mbato,
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properly bathed and spruced up for the occasion, had to return home,
but were insistent that S5hreuder send them notice of the next date
of the exhibition. The high officials of the UN and ILO who had
flown in for the day left With some irritation, and the local peo-
ple settled down to wonder if there would now be a showing at all.

"The thing to do now, said Schreuder, s to eep out other
unwanted guests, and with moth bomb in ha.rid e went off to spray the
textiles again. "Geneva will want them anyway."

Sincerely

Received New York 2/29/56.


